Recommender systems seek to predict the 'rating' or 'preference' that user would give to an item based upon historical grading datasets.At the era of IT, the Internet has the ability to reflect the social network, which makes possible to incorporate community detection and clustering algorithms to improve their performance. That is, we can discover the hidden information present in the social network by using community detection algorithms, and use clustering technique to reveal users' preference on the basis of their behavioral history. Such information is used as feedback to our recommender system to improve the prediction accuracy. Based on this consideration, in this research, we revise the well-known SVD (Singular Value Decomposition) algorithm andhave made two contributions. First, we derive groups by overlapping the communities with the clusters, and feed them as implicit feedback to SVD++. In addition, we introduce a matrix, referred to as difference matrix, and use it as an input to our algorithm. The resulting model is referred to as difference-SVD. We test all the models on Baidu's dataset, which is a large data set on movie recommendation. The results show that difference-SVD is quite promising: While both SVD++ and difference-SVD show higher accuracy than SVD, difference-SVD outperforms SVD++ in that it runs fasterthan SVD++.
Introduction
The exponential growth in the Internet has affected the way business strategies are implemented, mainly for products' advertisement and recommendation purpose. The main concern for companies is how to attract more consumers -to expand business, encourage product consumption -to sustain business, and serve users in a way to ensure their loyalty. Recommender systems are the one which help accomplish the above tasks by recommending items to the users on the basis of their potential interests that can even help users reach out to something they need but haven't had thought of. As a subclass of information filtering system,recommender systems seek to predict the 'rating' or 'preference' that user would give to an item, such as a movie or a song. A popular approach of building recommender system is through collaborative filtering (CF) [1, 2] , which builds a model from a user's past behavior (items previously purchased or selected and/or numerical ratings given to those items) as well as similar decisions made by other users; then use that model to predict items (or ratings for items) that the user may have an interest in. CF system tries to figure out users' interests and preferences according to their past transactions. It focuses on the relationship between users and items, and consists mainly of two disciplines: the neighborhood approach [3] and latent factor model [2] . The neighborhood approach analyses users' profiles, item descriptions and historical behaviors to recommend a particular item for those who exhibit similar profile (and behaviors) with a user who has purchased that item in the past. It can also recommend an item which is similar to the one that was previously purchased/selected by that user. Latent factor model transforms both users and items to the factor space having same number of dimensions, for example as the one in Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) [4] . SVD has shown good predict accuracy at Netflix Prize. Additionally, Koren's SVD++ [5] has further improvised SVD by incorporating implicit feedback information.
However, even with improvement made by SVD++, there are numerous ways to provide implicit feedback. Information gained by overlapping of communities with clusters is the motivation of our proposed method. Our work makes use of Louvainmethod [6] for identifying communities based on users' association in the network; it also uses k-means to cluster users based on their preferences. Communities indirectly represent the friend circle for users, whereas clusters represent users having similar taste in the recommended items (such as movies). We will be combining the results of the above two methods to get user groups with finer granularity having similar profiles. The resulting model is referred to as difference-matrix model, because it makes use of the proposed difference-matrix to associate a user's community and cluster information.
For comparison purpose, in this study, we derive two different models: one that is based on SVD++, and the other that is based on SVD. We test these models on Baidu movie dataset, which is a large dataset on movie recommendation, and is available at URL [7] . In the Baidu movie dataset, there are total of 1129 different genre tags. We have created a tag vector of size 1129 for each user. Each index in the vector represents a particular genre, and the values in the vector represent the overall liking to the genre in consideration. Baidu's dataset is composed of five different files: training file, testing file, social-network file, history file, movie-tags file. Training and testing file (dataset), in together, provided 1,262,739 rate records for140,000 users and 14,000 movies. Movie-tags file provides the genre information associated with all the movies .Social-network dataset has the neighbourhood records/information for all the users; i.e., it represents network of users. The movies' history file has the watching-history of all the users, including the movies that were not rated but rather just watched.
In the first model developed, we assume that if users are close enough in social network then they might influence each other's choice; i.e., users in the same community will possibly showcase similar preferences. In order to detect communities, defining closer or dense user association, we have used Louvain Community detection algorithm to partition social network into communities. We have also used k-means algorithm to cluster users based on the movie-tags of their watching history. The communities detected from Louvain's algorithm serve as input of implicit feedback to SVD++. In addition to this input, the communities are combined with clusters formed with the help of k-means algorithm to feed or represent another way of implicit feedback to SVD++.
In the second model, our main goal is to minimize the value between difference-matrix representing the actual dataset and the difference-matrix representing the predicted dataset. We herein assume that, when the communities detected by Lovain's algorithm are combined with the clusters formed by k-means algorithm, then the final result indicates that the users falling in the same group have the same rating trend.
In order to test these models, we have used 4 difference-matrixes, where each difference-matrix has its own top/popular movie. Each top/popular movie in difference-matrix represents a particular type of genre. Each difference-matrix represents the entire crowd of users in the dataset alongside their relative rating for all the movies in the database. The relativity of rating for the users in a given difference-matrix is calculated based on the top/popular movie in that particular genre. This model has similar testing outcome as compared to the first SVD++ model. What is more promising is that this model is more efficient because it runs faster than SVD++ (see Section 5) .
The outline of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we introduce general terminologies, including the definition of differencematrix along with a motivating example to illustrate what it is and why it is needed. In Section 3 we present general modelling methods, including a brief review of SVD and SVD methods, as well as a description of our newly proposed Difference-SVD method.Sectin-4 introduces community detection and clustering algorithms that are used for SVD++ and difference-SVD models described in subsection 3.3 and 3.4 respectively. Experimental results are presented tin Section 5, which is followed with conclusion in Section 6.
Terminologies

Rate-Matrix
For convenience of discussion, we will use the terms 'rate-matrix', and 'difference-matrix'. As we are considering movie- database, we need to have a way to connect users with their movie ratings. Therefore, we have constructed a rate-matrix to associate users with their movie ratings. In a rate-matrix, the rows represent users and the columns represent movie ratings. The ratings of the movies will vary in between 1 to 5, where 5 is the best rating. An example is shown below.
, 'none' -means no rate record.
Difference-Matrix
In the proposed difference-matrix, we calculate the average of rating difference between top/popular movie and the other movies watched by the users in the same group. The 'difference-matrix' is of two kinds: one which is community based, and the other is group based. Each individual value in the difference-matrix represents to what extent the rating varies for a particular movie as compared to the popular movie. For example, if the value is negative it implies that the movie was not enjoyable as was the popular movie, whereas, if the value is positive then it implies the opposite. For the above rate-matrix, movie-1 is a popular movie. Then based on the community detection algorithm, let's say users 1,2,3,4,5 fallinto community1, users 6,7,8 in community2, and user 9,10 go to community3. Then based on these assumptions, the difference-matrix constructed based on the above rate-matrix will be: , In a given community, if all the users have not rated the popular/classic movie as well as the movie in question, then 'none' will appear in that particular location.
Groups
Suppose we have 10 users in total, and we give them as an input to both, the community detection algorithm as well as to the clustering algorithm. Let's say we have the following output:
Community1
Community2 Community3 user -6,7,8 user -9,10 user -1,2,3,4,5 Cluster1: Cluster 2: Cluster3:
Note that: the communities are formed based on the density of edges within and across the groups, whereas, the clusters are formed based upon the type of movie (movie tags or genre). The dense network within a community indicates how similar is the rating behaviour/trend of the users belong to that community. So based upon the above results, we can say that the users belonging to the same community may end up in different clusters due to their varied taste in the movies. Similarly, the users belonging to the same cluster may end up in different communities due to the way they have rated the movies; i.e., some of them may be critical whereas some of them may be generous in rating. Such kind of information is represented in terms of groups which are formed after combining the communities with the cluster. When we talk about combining the communities with the cluster, what we mean is to intersect each community over all the clusters. In other words, if we have 'm' communities and 'n' clusters, then we will end up with at-most 'm*n' intersections. For instance, in the above example, When community-1 is combined or overlapped with cluster-1, the output is:
When community-1 is combined or overlapped with cluster-2, the output is:
When community-1 is combined or overlapped with cluster-3, there is no output. This process continues until all the possible combinations (3*3=9) are computed.
All such outputs are noted down and termed as groups; i.e., groups are nothing but smallest possible granularity obtained when the each and every community is overlapped across all the clusters. Therefore, each group is nothing but representing a small clique of users having similar rating behaviour/characteristics.
Modeling Methods
In this section, we will first discuss the loss function and modelling techniquesthat we have used, such as: SVD, SVD++. Furthermore, we will introduce our own model termed as'Difference-SVD'.
Loss Function and Measurement
As many recommender systems do, we willuse theroot-mean-square deviation (RMSE) [8] as a loss function to measure the accuracy of the models. So the goal that we try to achieve is to . ' ' is the actual movie rating, and' ' is the predicted value that we calculate from our model. For this measurement step, RMSE is used to estimate the quality of model. RMSE = , ['n' at here is the numbers of user-item pair in test dataset.]
SVD
Singular Value Decomposition(SVD) in recommender system is a latent factor model. This model associates each user u with a user-factor's vector (p u ). The user-factor has 'f' dimensions with real-values (R), and is represented byp u R f .Similarly, each item iis associated with item-factor's vector (q i ), and is represented byq i R f [4] . Based on the above two vectors, the prediction of SVD is done via the inner product, as:
. To minimize the difference between actual and predicted rating, we have . To increase the accuracy of the model, usually the baseline estimate is added, which is given by the formula to the predicted movie-rating where denotes the mean of the total rating in the dataset, denotes a user's bias-rating from the mean, and denotes the item's bias-rating from the mean.To regularize the values of the involved parameters, we have to add the following constraint to the formula:
. By 'regularization' we mean that the values should be confined to a certain threshold value.
(1) In this model, stochastic gradient descent(SGD) technique was applied successfully to get the satisfied result. Let us denote User -1,2,3
User -4,5 User -6,7,8,9,10
User -1,2,3
User -4,5 the prediction error by: . The outputafter applying SGD to model (1),is:
SVD++
SVD models have gained popularity mainly because of their accuracy and scalability in recommendation systems. However, in SVD model, we just restrict to the explicit feedback. In this case, we are using rate-matrix as explicit input to train the model. Koren [5] suggested an improved model called SVD++ which allows integration of explicit and implicit user feedback. The implicit feedback in this context represents communities and user groups. Due to the incorporation of implicit feedback, the above formula (1) gets modified to the following one: (2) In the above SVD++ model, N(u) represents implicit feedback information related to the user u.
Similar to SVD, the SVD++ model's parameters are learnt by minimizing the squared error function via stochastic gradient descent. In our experiment, as we have used the communities and groups as implicit feedback, it has led to the improvement in the accuracy of the model as compared to SVD. For the model(2), the SGD derivation is:
Difference-SVD
We are now ready to formally present our proposed model Difference-SVD. In this model, we calculate 'relative' information based on the rate-matrix. This information is stored in difference-matrix (as defined in Section 2.2.), and can be used to achieve higher prediction accuracy.
In order to use difference matrix for optimization purpose, we modify the SVD model to a new one, as follows:
Msrepresents classic/top/popular movies that we have used to create several difference matrixes. The top/popular movies are those which are top grossers and have the least genre overlap. In this formula, the first goal is to minimize . Meanwhile, the values of vectorsp u , q i will be adjustedin an iterative fashion, so that for every chosen movie j, thevalue of is made as smaller as possible. Let's represent as , and as . The formula for SGD iteration is following:
Community Detection And Clustering
The idea of our models is to organize information of like-mind users and then integrate into SVD++ and difference-SVD. In Baidu dataset, we apply community detection algorithm to partition the social network. We ended up getting51communities. Besides, on the basis of users' watching-history, we apply cluster algorithm to cluster users into 4 groups, to presentfour different watching preferences.Finally, we combined the outcomes of both algorithms together to get 204 different groups.
Community Detection Algorithm
The objective of community detection algorithms is to segregate every community, having densely connected nodes within, from other communities with as minimal/sparse connection of edges as possible. Quality of the partition in a network, resulted from community detection algorithms, is measured with the help of modularity formula. The modularity for a given community/partition oscillates in between -1 and 1. Positive modularity indicates the possible presence of a community. Modularity is a function used to determine the quality/strength of how well the given network is divided into communities. That is, it measures the density of links within communities as compared to links that are going across communities. Therefore, a network with high modularity will have dense connection within every community but sparse connection across the nodes in different communities. As per the reference [9] , the formula for modularity computation is given as follows: ( 4 ) The "Fast Unfolding of Communities in Large Networks" works in 2 phases. As stated in the reference [6] , phase 1 deals with each node where a node itself represents a community. Then, it is checked whether or not any positive modularity can be gained if the 'node-i' is removed from its existing community and placed in the community of one of its neighbors. Comparing the modularity gain with respect to all the neighboring nodes of 'node-i', the community for which the gain was maximum, is selected as a new destination for 'node-i'. This process is repeatedly and sequentially carried out for every node in the network until no further gains are encountered; the first phase is then said to be terminated.
The output of the above first-phase is given as an input to second phase of the algorithm. That is, it takes the communities formed in phase-1, and represents or treats them as nodes in this newly weighted-network to be constructed. To represent the weights of the links between these new nodes in phase-2, sum of the weights of the edges that where going across the respective communities in the previous phase is calculated; whereas for edges falling under the same community in phase-1, a self-loop (weighted-link) is constructed for the corresponding new node in phase-2. Phase 1 and 2, in together, forms a 'pass'. After each pass, the network is unfolded into lesser and lesser communities until the maximum modularity is not reached.
k-means algorithm to detect clusters
In Baidu movie dataset, there are total of 1129 different genre tags. We have created a tag vector of size 1129 for each user. Each index in the vector represents a particular genre, and the values in the vector represent the overall liking to the genre in consideration. For example, a movie m has tag A, B, and C;having indexes 5, 69, and 987 in the tag vector. Then the tag vector for this user will be updated, where 1 will be added to the values at the respective index positions: (t 1 ,t 2 ..,t 5 +1,..t 69 +1,...,t 987 +1,...,t 1129 ) . We then construct movie-matrix based on these tag-vectors. This movie matrix is used by k-means method to discover the clusters of users based on the movie-tags. The elbow method [10] has been used to decide the number of clusters. In this dataset, the angle elbow appeared as 4 clusters. So the user is classified into one of the clusters based upon the distance of its tag-vector from the centroids. These four clusters represent four different types of watching preference among users.
They are determined via minimizing the sum of square errors,
where (x 1 ,x 2 ...,x n ) is the data matrix and = is the centroid of Cluster S i , with n i numbers of instances.
As one of the most popular clustering methods, the k-means algorithm [11] uses an iterative refinement technique, that toggles between assignment and update steps. The assignment step assigns each instance to the cluster, yielding the least within-cluster sum of squares.The update step calculates the new means for centroids.
Experiments And Results
We have used Baidu's dataset as an input to all the three models: SVD, SVD++, and difference-SVD.Since only the training dataset was made public and the testing dataset was not accessible, we had to divide the training dataset into training as well as testing dataset.To check whether our model is stable or not, we ran it across two different proportions of the available dataset. In the first iteration, we divided the records into 70% of training and 30% of testing dataset; whereas in the second iteration, we divided the records into 50% of training and 50% of testing dataset.Baidu's dataset is composed of five different files: training file, testing file, social-network file, history file, movie-tags file. Training and testing file (dataset), in together, provided 1262739 rate records for140,000users and 14,000 movies. Movie-tags file provides the genre information associated with all the movies.Social-network dataset has the neighborhood records/information for all the users; i.e., it represents network of users. The movies' history file has the watching-history of all the users, including the movies that were not rated but rather just watched.
Two different experiments have been conducted in this paper. In the first experiment, our input to these models is nothing but the communities detected by the Louvain algorithm. The output of the SVD model is considered as a Benchmark to whom the output of SVD++ and difference-SVD will be compared to. For the second experiment, we are overlapping the communities with the clusters to get groups having finer-granularity. These groups are then given as an input to SVD++ and difference-SVD. We tested SVD and SVD++ model for ranging from 0.1 to 0.5 and from 0.01 to 0.05. After testing, we decided to go with =0.01 and =0.1. For the Difference-SVD, we not only minimize the difference of rate matrix, but also difference-matrix. For that reason, the parameters' convergence in Difference-SVD becomes slower. In order to overcome this flaw, we use SVD to help Difference-SVD with the parameters' training for first 20 iterations. First 20 iterations of parameters' training in SVD will adjust parameters to some extent where the reduction of RMSE in training dataset turn out to be tiny. Therefore, Difference-SVD modeling with SVD-adjusted parameters can work to regulate the parameters so as to narrow down the difference-matrix error, between the actual and predictive parameters. In Difference-SVD model, after testing we have chosen = 0.035, =0.025, and = 0.1. The results of the experiment are as follow: The X-axis in above figures is representing number of iterations used for parameter training. Y-axis represents RMSE of the testing dataset. For figure-1 to figure-4 , we have used communities as input, whereas, for figure-5,6 we have used groups as inputs. For figure-3,4 we have used the ratio of training to testing from the available dataset as -5:5, whereas other figures use the ratio of 7:3. For figure-1,3 ,5 the vector dimension is 100, whereas for the rest its 50.From the above figures, it is evident that SVD++ and difference-SVD performs better than SVD in all the cases. Also, difference-SVD has less time-complexity as compared to SVD++. For figures-1to-4, Difference-SVD performs as good as SVD++, but in figures-5,6 the difference-SVD performs not as good as SVD++. The reason, in figures-5,6 we have used groups as inputs instead of communities, which might have led to a sparse difference-matrix. If the training dataset was big enough then probably the difference-SVD would have performed better.
Conclusion
Through this work we made an attempt to incorporate community detection and clustering algorithm into SVD++ model. The result proves that this kind of groups, given as inputs, has improved accuracy than SVD model. We also constructed differencematrix based on the community detection and clustering algorithm's output. This difference-matrix was then given as an input to difference-SVD, and it turned out to be beneficial in terms of time-complexity.
There are still plenty of opportunities for improvement of our model. For example, although accuracy has been the major concern in recommendation systems research, there are many other important aspects which are not considered in this research, such as robustness. Another possibility is to incorporate basic considerations of content-based filtering to collaborative filtering (the approach we have used) for further improvement.
